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A Legendary Singer 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  أ6)/ آ41 123/ إ*/ .-, +� *()' ا%$#م؟: و�

  . %($Bوزب@ ه$' >; ب12/ *#ي.. +1/ >; ب12/..آ41 >;: :�رة
��بBF�H؟:4FG اE:; ب@ +, +$ C�B$وز: و�  

1�ن ب '%#I�B$وز: :�رة-Kب C$$12G%ا L.MG< C+ '%#%#Iب �G% /1Fی LGیO. B$Pآ L$12+  /1Fوز ه/ یB$� ,
�ح-R ,/��S%ا Tودی . ,P+ وزB$�legend ن�1-Kرة ب#V:ا �W6Xآ ,P+ /1Fی  ,#KY B$Pآ �W3#R ,

/6�-YB%ن ا�Z%[ /12(6/. ب�-YB%6/, ا�-YB%ا LK$< C1$, هZK+و C$$I$:#+ CWKآ \(Y CW1+ /�و C
C$$12+ .ن�Z%[ا �WKGF$ن ب�Gآ �W]ن وزو�Z%[ا �WKGF$ب �� BI3ی-W1ن , اب�]BW+ ,GF(وز آ, :1^ بB$�
1�ن-Kب.  
�  .إن *�ء ا` أB_Y واOY: و�

  .bی^ إن *�ء ا` %$^ ]: :�رة
 
  

English translation: 

 
 “Fairuz” 
 
Wafa:  You were singing something when I saw you today. 
 
Sarah:  I wasn’t singing. I mean, I was singing a little Fairuz. 
 
Wafa:  Who is Fairuz. 
 
Sarah:  Oh, okay. 
 
Wafa:  I have heard the name, but I don’t recognize it. 
 
Sarah:  Fairuz is a very old singer, so when they ask you who the giant singers in 
Lebanon are, it would be Fairuz, Sabah, Wade el Safee.  Fairuz is a legend.  She is a 
legend in Lebanon; her voice is so sweet. And she sings rhythms by Rahbani. (Rahbani 
composes music for her songs).  The Rahbani family are all musicians and composers, 
and some of them are even singers.  Her son composes some of her music, as does her 
husband.  Fairuz gives a festival in Lebanon every year. 
 
Wafa:  Inshallah, I will attend one. 
 
Sarah: Inshallah, why not? 
 
It’s Fairuz, yes?  She has a son, Fairuz?   
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